
Vocab Set #7
Today is Monday March 18  

Test Date: Wed April 3rd



Words this cycle...
7th grade words

1. Authority
2. Correlate
3. Indicate
4. Factor
5. Interpret

6. Preclude
7. Rigid
8. Recollect
(reck/o/lect)
9. Adequate
10. Contradict 
(contradictory) 
11. Notorious

12. Conceivable
13. Inconceivable
14. Dispute (disputable)
15. Indisputable 



1. Authority- a person or group having power or 
control

EX: The local authorities closed a street for repairs. 

2. Correlate- for things to have a relation or connection 
to each other

EX: His test results do not correlate to the time he 
spent studying. 



3. Indicate- to point out, show, or suggest attention to

EX:  A raise in temperature may indicate a fever.

4. Factor- a fact or item that influences the outcome of something

EX: Texting is a factor in many car accidents.

5. Interpret- understanding or explaining the meaning of something

EX: Judges interpret laws in many different ways. 



Use the sentences to support the definitions you find! 
6. My upcoming trip will preclude me from 
coming to your wedding. 

7. The tent had a rigid frame to hold it up. 

8. I have no recollection of that night.

9. Is my dress adequate for an interview?

10. It is hard to contradict someone 
politely.

11. Michigan is notorious for having 
broken roads. 

12. I suppose it is conceivable we 
made a wrong turn. 

13. It was inconceivable that the 
CEO quit earlier today. 

14. The speech was full of 
disputable statements. 

15. The evidence was indisputable, it 
was a robbery. 



12. I suppose it is conceivable we made a wrong turn. 

13. It was inconceivable that the CEO quit earlier today. 

14. The speech was full of disputable statements. 

15. The evidence was indisputable, it was a robbery. 

Use the sentences to support the definitions you find! 


